
Enjoy your favorite music while exercising, running or playing sports with 
the lightweight, water-resistant1 headphones that aren’t afraid of sweat, 
rain and active lifestyles. Let the clean, crisp sound drive you, while the 
adjustable ear loops stay put and the extended length cord gives you 
plenty of room to move. If you’re active, they’re ready.

Take your music anywhere
Whether it’s at the gym, on a run or anywhere in between, these lightweight clip-on headphones are made for active 
lifestyles.

Enjoy a secure fit in any activity
Adjustable loop hangers clip securely to your ears, so they won’t fall out even during the most rigorous workouts.

Ready for rain and sweat
When the rain or sweat beats down, water-resistant1 headphones will keep on playing throughout your training.

Hear every detail crisp and clear
Let the pure, energized sound of the 13.5mm high sensitivity drivers keep you going until the very end of your workout.

A more stable fit
The angled ear bud structure helps maintain a stabile and secure fit in your ears, so your headphones stay put.

1.2m tangle-free serrated cable
Free up your movement with a cord that’s long enough for the treadmill or the streets.

Work hard, look good
The sporty design comes in a choice of several colors to fit your style.

Convenient clip supplied
Keep wires securely attached to your clothing or gear, so they stay out of the way.

1. Do not allow continuous contact with water or sweat.
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General Features(Headphone)

CableLength Approx. 1.2 m, Litz cable,Y-type

Driver Unit 13.5 mm, dome type

Frequency Response 17Hz-22,000Hz

Headphone Type Open, dynamic

Impedance 16Ω (at 1kHz) 

Magnet Neodymium 

Plug L-shaped Gold-plated Stereo Mini Plug

Power Handling Capacity 50 mW 

Sensitivity 104 dB/mW

Weights (Approx.) *excl.cable erights 12 g
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